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CHAPTER 5 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

In this Chapter, I will apply relevance–theoretic approach to analyse the print ads 

released by Eslite Bookstore. I first introduce the profile of Eslite along with its 

marketing strategies, including event marketing, cultural elements, social elements 

and linguistic elements in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. I will analyse Eslite’s advertising texts 

according to diverse linguistic devices employed therein to initiate cognitive poetic 

effects in Section 5.3. I then analyse the noticeably communicative style of 

storytelling in Eslite’s advertising language in Section 5.4. Lastly I present the 

discussions in Section 5.5. 

 

5.1 Profile of Eslite Bookstore 

Established in 1989, Eslite is an enterprise of multifacets. It runs a composite 

business of bookstore, café, fashion boutique, stationery, gallery, and open forum for 

lecture. It has successfully set itself as a role model for some governmental 
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organisations and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) of other countries and a 

cultural landscape for foreigners. The libraries of Singapore, for instance, have been 

decorated in Eslitian style (cf. Taiwan News, May 2004). Many travellers are heavily 

impressed by Eslite’s easy and elegant atmosphere. The name Eslite itself gives 

readers the sense of ‘social elite’ and ‘elitism,’ targeting the upper middle social class 

as its chief consumers of market segmentation. 

 

5.2 Marketing Strategies of Eslite 

Effective marketing strategy is crucial to the success of an enterprise. Eslite’s 

marketing strategies principally lie in non-slogan ads in longer texts with diverse 

rhetorical devices and contents, through event marketing to perform various 

communicative functions via its impressive aesthetic value. Eslite creatively 

manipulates dominant appeals and ideological frames of wide-angled humanistic 

concerns and social issues within its ads. Verbal communication with parallel 

exquisite wordings in texts is Eslite’s leading strategy to attract reader’s attention. 

Moreover, naming overwhelmingly celebrity of literature and arts in parallel syntactic 

construction to initiate advertising literariness, or boldly termed ‘advertising 

literature’ here, and to shift the consumer’s buying concern, it hides the selling motive 

but promotes the cultural iconicity and builds sophisticated image for both parties. 
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5.2.1 Event Marketing 

Event marketing refers to creating events at which opinion leaders are brought 

together to experience and evaluate a new or existing product (Engel, Blackwell & 

Miniard, 1990). The advantages from resorting to event marketing lie in its timeliness, 

prominence, novelty and concern–initiation. An event could provide the audience with 

easily accessible contexts, encyclopaedic knowledge and shared background cognitive 

environment. With the striking features of the events, the audience would acquire 

additional, brand-new knowledge, such as Eslite’s advertisements in question. 

 

5.2.2 Cultural Elements 

Culture is essential to reify the symbolic power within discourse and give 

meanings to products and services — product semantics (Engel, Blackwell & Miniard, 

1990: 61). The cultural elements of Eslite’s ads are pluralistic. With increasing 

cross–cultural communication and development of globalisation, the inherent traits of 

imported goods, and its market positioning, Eslite widely uses a lot of foreign 

elements in its advertising, from both Western and Eastern cultures. For instance, the 

Japanese writers and/or artists comprised a major part of ‘Eslite phenomenon,’ partly 

because geographical reason, partly because many Japan mania emergent in Taiwan in 

recent years. Thus, for example, ‘Murakami Haruki’ (村上春樹) is a well-known 
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example appeared in ‘Eslitian issues’ not just for his reputation and world fame from 

his books, but also for his powerful impact on his readers and fans. Interesting is the 

case that the competing forces of the functional loadings of being ‘a cult of the books 

by Murakami Haruki’ vs. ‘a cult of Murakami Haruki.’ 

 

5.2.3 Social Elements 

The audience’s attitudes and value system reflect and are influenced by society 

and culture. In Eslite’s advertisements, the social elements come from contemporary 

social concerns, e.g. feminine issues, elitism, intellectualism, individualism, friend’s 

rapport, corporate imaging, social critique of taste, etc., from different social classes 

to different ages, groups, and generations. 

 

5.2.4 Linguistic Elements 

Since verbal communication, as contrasted with visual image and pictorial 

meaning, is central to Eslite’s marketing, the linguistic and rhetorical devices are far 

more significant, viz. metaphor, poetic effects, and storytelling. Eslite sells and 

promotes knowledge not merely from the target commodity — books, but much often 

directly from interpersonal diffusion, from its captions, notices, direct mails, 

pamphlets, brochure etc. circulated amongst the readers, or, the ‘insiders.’ The ads 
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vastly adopt elegant wordings and stylistic patterns from celebrity, fashion, proper 

names, professional and technical terms. The present analyses focus on two 

significant aspects of language use in Eslite’s advertising language, poetic effects and 

storytelling. 

We analyse Eslite’s print ads in two major parts. The first part, poetic effects, is 

significant for its literary and aesthetic value, and rich implicit meaning construction. 

The second part, storytelling, is also eminent for its meaning construction through 

global discourse coherence and experiential value. Let us first see the poetic effects in 

Eslite’s advertising language, where the utterances achieve most of the relevance 

through a wide array of weak implicatures, require the very imagination and active 

processing of the audience, and are triggered by various linguistic devices, as shown 

in subsequent sections. 

 

5.3 Poetic Effects in Eslite’s Advertising Language 

In this section we deal with the linguistic analysis of poetic effects in the chosen 

data released by Eslite.7 I classify the data into different categories according to the 

various linguistic devices and rhetorical strategies employed therein. They are not 

clear-cut or mutual-exclusive, but often enough overlapping, depending on what 

                                                 
7 The advertising texts of the chosen data in this study are arranged as the original Chinese texts first, 
followed by my English translation. I simply provide the English translation of the original passage 
without providing word-for-word glosses, considering that what I concern most and my analyses lie in 
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dominant strategies that I want to explore the ways they initiate poetic effects, and to 

what extent I wish to emphasise and focus. As demonstrated in Section 2.2.4 that 

repetition is a prominent strategy to trigger cognitive poetic effects, to which I am 

now to turn. 

 

5.3.1 VP–Repetition 

First, we will see the salient usage of the repetition of verbs and verb phrases 

(VPs) in Eslite’s advertisements. Consider (90): 

 

 (90)  

a. 卡繆搬家了。馬奎斯搬家了。卡爾維諾搬家了。 

b. 莫內搬家了。林布蘭搬家了。畢卡索搬家了。 

c. 瑞典 KOSTA BODA 彩色玻璃搬家了。 

d. 英國 Wedgwood 骨瓷搬家了。 

e. 法國 HEDIARD 咖啡搬家了。 

f. 可哥諾可皮件搬家了。 

g. 金耳扣大大小小的娃娃也要跟著人一起搬家了。 

h. 一九九五年十月一日誠品敦南店搬家。 

i. 請您跟我們一道送舊迎新，移館別戀。 

 

j. 一九九五誠品敦南店十月搬家啟事錄  關於搬家 

 

a. Camus is to move. Márguez is to move. Calvino is to move. 

b. Monet is to move. Rembrandt is to move. Picasso is to move. 

c. Swedish KOSTA BODA tinted glass is to move. 

d. English Wedgwood bone china is to move. 

e. French HEDIARD Café is to move. 

f. KEGENUOKE leathers are to move.8 

                                                                                                                                            
the audience’s cognitive processing and overall evaluation towards the whole text as one single texture. 
8 This is just a transliteration in Pinyin system from the original Chinese text, but no doubt it is a brand 
name. GOLDEN EARINGS (JinErKou) in the next line is another one, also based on the same 
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g. GOLDEN EARINGS dolls are also to move with people. 

h. 1st October 1995, Eslite Dun–Nan Store will move 

i. You are invited with us to send the old (store) and greet the new,       

moving to the new (store), loving the new. 

 

j. Eslite Dun–Nan Store Movement Notice, October 1995. About    

Movement 

 

As dealing with (90), we will make use of the data we have discussed in Section 2.2.4, 

Relevance and Poetic Effects, as a comparison and elaboration. Recall the analyses of 

(48)–(53), which we repeat below: 

 

(48) Here’s a red sock, here’s a red sock, here’s a blue sock. 

(49) We went for a long, long walk. 

(50) There were houses, houses everywhere. 

(51) I shall never, never smoke again. 

(52) There’s a fox, a fox in the garden. 

(53) My childhood days are gone, gone. 

 

As we have noted, the ‘emphatic’ effects of repetition in different examples are 

worked out in different ways. They may be reflected in the propositional content of 

the utterance, (48)–(50); in the speaker’s degree of commitment to that propositional 

content, (51); or in some other expression of the speaker’s attitude, (52)–(53). From 

RT perspective, the interpretations of the utterances in (90) follow also automatically 

from the principle of relevance. The hearer’s task with these utterances is to reconcile 

the fact that a repeated expression banjiale with the assumption of aiming at optimal 

                                                                                                                                            
consideration. 
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relevance. Clearly, the extra linguistic processing effort incurred by the repetition 

must be outweighed by some increase in contextual effects triggered by the repetition 

itself. 

In (90a–g), the VP–Repetition banjiale ‘is to move, is moving’ modifies its 

respective propositional form of the eleven different utterances, and hence the 

explicatures of each utterance, so we cannot regard these utterances (90a–g) as 

achieving extra contextual effects the same as the example (48)–(50). But echoing the 

interpretation for (51), (90a–g) would be consistent with the principle of relevance to 

assume that the speaker attaches a higher confirmation value with the emotional states 

of pressing and nostalgia to the assumption expressed than the hearer would otherwise 

have thought. The communicator repeats the word banjiale ‘is to move, is moving’ to 

definitely inform the addressee that there are many will move. Thus, the repetitive use 

of banjiale is here similar in import to ‘definitely to move,’ and reflects the speaker’s 

degree of commitment to the assumption expressed. This strengthens the explicature 

and all its contextual implications, thereby increasing the contextual effects of the 

utterance. 

Yet, even if the interpretations of the repetition in (90a–g) exhibit the similarities 

with (48)–(50) and (51), the main theme of the repetition banjiale, like (52)–(53), lies 

in increasing contextual effects by encouraging the audience to extend the context and 
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thereby add further implicatures involving the speaker’s non-propositional attitudes. 

Thus, like (52), the repetition in (90a–g) cannot be explained by assuming that there 

are many people’s works and famous-brand products are moving, or only by 

strengthening the assumption that there are many to move. Instead, the audience is 

encouraged to dig deeper into her encyclopaedic entry for banjiale, with a guarantee 

that the extra processing effort will be outweighed by contextual effects: the fact that 

all these elements associated with banjiale is presented as more relevant than the 

audience would have spontaneously realised. 

Likewise, corresponding to (53), the repetition in (90a–g) cannot be explained by 

assuming that the Eslite Bookstore is longer moved, or simply more definitely moved, 

than might otherwise have been assumed. If the presumption of relevance is to be 

confirmed, then the repetition of banjiale ‘is to move, is moving’ has to be justified 

and must be interpreted as an encouragement to expand the context. Thus, the extra 

relevance is more likely to be achieved by a more diversified expansion of the context 

and by a wider array of weaker implicatures. That is, the audience is encouraged to be 

imaginative and to take a large share of responsibility in imagining how it may be for 

the communicator felt the ‘move.’ 

Therefore, on reading this text, the audience could not interpret the repetition of 

the VP banjiale ‘is to move, is moving’ for eleven times throughout (90a–g), plus 
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three times of banjia in (90h, j), as Eslite Bookstore ‘has much longer moved,’ 

‘moved very much,’ or just ‘definitely moved.’ Instead of only saying directly that, 

“The Eslite Dun–Nan Store will move (to somewhere) on 1st October 1995,” the 

audience is guided and encouraged by the text in the sense that it gives access to 

contextual assumptions that yield implicatures. And a creative audience is encouraged 

to take a greater share of the responsibility in the interpretation process, so that the 

extra effort she invests is rewarded by a wide array of (very) weak implicatures, 

which she is encouraged to explore. The repetition of banjiale ‘is to move, is moving’ 

might represent the speaker experiencing a torrent of memories which the audience is 

being trusted to imagine for herself. The possible weak implicatures may include 

implicated premises and implicated conclusions, as illustrated in (91)–(92) and (93) 

respectively: 

 

(91) Moving represents a new phase and a new era. 

Some (precious) memories of the original location accompany the moving.9 

Some nostalgia of the original location accompanies the moving. 

One can keep memories of the old place, but still make fresh memories (in 

the future). 

[…] 

 

(92) For a bookstore, moving will bring a better environment and atmosphere for 

reading. 

For a bookstore, moving may provide some on-sale items, special discount 

and offer. 

                                                 
9  Mentioning here again, the words in parentheses represent further optional explanation for 
implicatures and are relative to ‘degree;’ whereas a square bracket with dots inside […] means the 
indeterminacy of implicatures. 
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[…] 

 

(93) Moving represents a new phase and a new era for Eslite. 

Some (precious) memories of the original location accompany the moving 

of Eslite. 

Some nostalgia of Eslite’s original location accompanies the moving. 

One can keep memories of the old Eslite, but still make fresh memories (in 

the future). 

Moving brings a better environment and atmosphere for reading at Eslite. 

Moving provides some on-sale items, special discount and offer at Eslite. 

Famous and pricey brands, higher taste with a higher (social) class appear at 

Eslite. 

[…] 

 

By using banjiale ‘is to move, is moving’ (banjia ‘move, moving’ together with the 

sentence final particle le (了) of Mandarin Chinese) to replace other common and 

formal notices such as “We will move on 1st October,” the addresser intends to evoke 

the audience’s emotions associated with the blending of the senses of hasty, 

hurriedness, pressing for (the moving), and nostalgia, the affective dimension to 

poetic effects, which is associated with weak implicature in the RT account: ‘What 

look like non-propositional effects associated with the expression of attitudes, feelings, 

and states of mind can be approached in terms of the notion of weak implicature…’ 

(Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995: 222; see also Pilkington, 1992: 45). 

Ideologically speaking, then, 1) Move (ban–jia, literally in Mandarin Chinese 

‘move–home’) gives the audience a feel of ‘home’ and a sense of belonging, and the 

reader is seen as a definite member of this ‘family.’ Such an appeal is also found in 
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other texts, such as “我不是要到書店裡去，我只是回到閱讀的家中。(I’m not going 

to the bookstore, just back to my home of reading.)” and especially clear in another 

slogan “閱讀者故鄉 (The Readers’ Hometown).” The selling motive is melted and 

softened by the emotional states of ‘home’ and the lexical hedge just. 2) By 

mentioning six world famous writers and painters in this text, the ad attempts to shape 

a scheme of higher quality for Eslite and to position the readers who feel themselves 

‘belonging to’ Eslite at a level of intellectuals and social elite (moreover, Eslite looks 

and sounds like ‘elite’). Through such a communicative strategy, the imaging and 

market segmentation of Eslite lying in excellent qualities, higher prices (higher prices 

often implies stronger spending power and are characteristic of upper socioeconomic 

status), better and multi-dimensional services, reputation, etc. can well be established. 

3) The feels of superiority and fame are also shown in the next three utterances. 

Sweden, UK and France represent, and are perceived at least by the Taiwanese, high 

quality, technical superiority, competitive edge and product guarantee, with the help 

of the goods attributes associated with the images of these countries, even though one 

might never hear these brand names or buy the products. 4) As for the terms 

(presumably brand names!) of ‘KEGENUOKE ( 可哥諾可 )’ and ‘GOLDEN 

EARINGS (金耳扣, JINERKOU),’ far less known to ordinary people, but, again, 

based on the context and textual cues (implicit and global coherence), being supposed 
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to be also some items of good quality. 

Finally, the most practical information concerning ‘the movement notice of 

Eslite Dun–Nan Store in October 1995’ is positioned least significantly within the last 

three utterances of the main text (90h–j). Even arranged in such scenes, the movement 

information is conveyed, and outweighed, by two very formal expressions: first, 

banjiaqishilu (搬家啟事錄 ) ‘Movement Notice’ uses the homophone qishilu 

‘Apocalypse, the Revelation’ as a pun to convey the seriousness of this event. Second, 

About Movement (關於搬家) also gives the audience a serious and formal sense, for 

we use about to encode something or subjects that are worthy of discussion or 

consideration, but we do not use banjia ‘movement’ as under about. 

Poetic effects at first sight might not necessarily be evoked only in poetry and 

literature, conforming to some technical rules, exquisite wordings, etc., as the 

seemingly opaque sense termed thereof. It is not to suggest that such effects can be 

achieved only by poets. Recall the quote from Pilkington (1992: 34), ‘poetic 

effects…are not exclusive to poetry, or literature generally, and are certainly not 

guaranteed by the reading of what is accepted to be literature. They represent but one 

aspect of poetic communication, but it is a centrally important one.’ We have all 

produced ironic or metaphorical utterances, yet we may not want to call these 

everyday figurative utterances poetry. But they exhibit the characteristics of 
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indeterminacy and vagueness just the same. They can well be triggered in ordinary 

and mediocre utterances, delivering yet poetic effects much weaker and more 

invisibly, as shown below: 

 

(94)  

a. 發現南京東路新況味 

 

b. 離開會議發現安靜的快樂 

c. 離開策略發現創意的快樂 

d. 離開同事發現和平的快樂 

e. 離開權力發現安全的快樂 

f. 離開網路發現無知的快樂 

g. 離開鍵盤發現書寫的快樂 

h. 離開飯局發現美食的快樂 

i. 離開辦公室發現新況味的快樂 

j. 美食.咖啡.彩妝.飾品.書店 

k. 發現南京東路新況味 

l. 10 月 12 日  誠品南京店全面開幕 

 

a. Discover New Taste on Nanjing East Road 

 

b. Leave the meeting; discover the pleasure of silence 

c. Leave the strategy; discover the pleasure of creativity 

d. Leave the colleague; discover the pleasure of peace 

e. Leave the power; discover the pleasure of safety 

f. Leave the Internet; discover the pleasure of innocence 

g. Leave the keyboard; discover the pleasure of writing 

h. Leave the (dinner) party; discover the pleasure of delicacies 

i. Leave the office; discover the pleasure of brand-new taste 

 

j. Gastronomy. Café. Make-up. Deco. Bookstore 

k. Discover New Taste on Nanjing East Road 

l. October 12th  Eslite Nanjing Store is now open 

 

The repetition of the verbs likai ‘leave’ and faxian ‘discover, explore, find out’ are 
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exploited in parallel syntactic construction in eight utterances of (94b–i) in this text. 

To justify the repetition of leave and discover, the hearer must think of all the 

implicatures that the speaker could reasonably have expected her to derive from some 

other direct and simpler utterances, say, ‘Leave the office; discover the pleasure of 

brand-new taste’ in (94i). The hearer then assumes that there is a whole range of still 

further premises and conclusions the speaker wants to back. For this, the hearer must 

expand the context. 

The audience will find that, different from the person and brand elements in (90), 

the words meeting, strategy, colleague, power, Internet, keyboard, luncheon and 

dinner party all belong to or are heavily associated with office life, and supply the 

following implicated premises: 

 

(95) Office work is with a lot of colleagues. 

Office work cannot do without Internet and keyboards. 

Office work is full of meetings and strategies. 

Office work is often enough involved with luncheon, dinner party, and 

power. 

 

Without explicating the dark side of office life, the utterances (94b–i) simply use the 

syntactic pattern Leave X; discover the pleasure of Y to foreground the brand-new 

tastes from various pleasures of silence, creativity, peace, safety, innocence, writing, 

and delicacies. As a result, the utterances in (94b) through (94i) can lead the audience 

to infer a series of weak implicatures through which most of the relevance of these 
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utterances will be achieved, thus producing poetic effects. The possible implicatures 

may include the implicated assumptions and implicated conclusions, as (96) and (97) 

show respectively: 

 

(96) Office work is full of pressure and competition. 

Office work requires seriousness, ambition, concentration, and efficiency. 

Office work makes people nervous, anxious, and highly tensioned. 

Office work is accompanying by a series of mind struggle. 

Office work is busy and noisy, both in place and in mind. 

Office work is routine and sometimes boring. 

Office work is usually unchangeable and inflexible. 

Routine work makes people lack of mental relaxation. 

Routine work deprives of you many pleasures, makes you forget them. 

These pleasures are in fact natural, simple, and primary, just like silence, 

safety, food, café, and book. 

 

(97) Come to Eslite and throw your office work away temporarily. (You deserve 

this!) 

 Eslite will help you find these pleasures back, even just temporarily. 

 Eslite will lead you to re-experience those long-forgotten facets of life. 

 Enjoy a meal without pressure, read a book not for competition, at Eslite. 

 […] 

 

If a reader finds the text is interesting and appreciates the poetic function and 

implicatures, that is in part because her working life has been captured delicately in 

this text. She is familiar with these experiences just like shooting a story from a close 

friend; especially people now are too busy to listen to others’ voices. Through the 

process of experience sharing, she may greatly be touched and implicitly influenced. 

Buying act is not what she most concerns at this phase, though selling products and 
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services is the advertiser’s ultimate ends. The image she has accepted is the one of 

being an unusual and intimate friend of Eslite. She might recover these activities and 

argumentations provided by Eslite based on her own responsibility without receiving 

(actual) direct and explicit invitation. The selling motive is softened during this 

image-building process, and more importantly, the ideological significance become 

invisibly thereafter.10 

Next comes another ad that triggers and suffices the audience’s literary 

imagination and tapestry by virtue of the interaction of VP–Repetition and the good 

use of naming celebrity: 

 

 (98) 閱讀者的群像 

 

a. 海明威閱讀海，發現生命是一條要花一輩子才會上鉤的魚。 

b. 梵谷閱讀麥田，發現藝術躲在太陽的背後乘涼。 

c. 佛洛伊德閱讀夢，發現一條直達潛意識的秘密通道。 

d. 羅丹閱讀人體，發現哥倫布沒有發現的美麗海岸線。 

e. 卡繆閱讀卡夫卡，發現真理已經被講完一半。 

 

f. 在書與非書之間，我們歡迎各種可能的閱讀者。 

《誠品閱讀》 

 

Scenario of readers 

 

a. Hemingway reads sea, finding out life is a fish required lifelong   

                                                 
10 Ideological working, as suggested by Fairclough (1989: 85), is most effective when they are least 
visible: 

Invisibility is achieved when ideologies are brought to discourse not as explicit elements of the 
text, but as the background assumptions which on one hand lead the text producer to ‘textualize’ 
the world in a particular way, and on the other hand lead the interpreter to interpret the text in a 
particular way. Texts do not typically spout ideology. They so position the interpreter through 
their cues that she brings ideologies to the interpretation of the text — and reproduces them in the 
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 concern. 

b. van Gogh reads wheatfield, finding out arts resting behind the sun. 

c. Freud reads dream, finding out one secret channel to  

 sub-consciousness. 

d. Rodin reads human body, finding out the beautiful coastal line found  

 not by Columbus. 

e. Camus reads Kafka, finding out the truth having been spoken a half. 

 

f. Between books and non-books, we welcome various kinds of potential  

    readers. 

«Eslite Bookreview» 

 

Being an epitome of Eslite’s ads here again, verbal communication with parallel 

exquisite wordings in repetitive syntactic pattern is a leading strategy to attract the 

reader’s attention much strikingly and to initiate advertising literariness, or 

‘advertising literature’ as an emergent genre. The repetition of the VPs yuedu ‘read’ 

and faxian ‘finding out, discover, explore’ in (98a–e) pushed, stirred, and activated the 

reader’s intention and curiosity to explore the amazing reading and visual landscape. 

Naming overwhelmingly celebrity of literature and arts in parallel syntactic 

construction to shift the consumer’s buying concern, it hides selling motive but 

promotes cultural iconicity and builds sophisticated image for both parties. Ernest 

Miller Hemingway, Sigmund Freud, Albert Camus (and Franz Kafka) are well-known 

writers, The Old Man and the Sea, The Interpretation of dreams, L'Étranger are the 

famous works associated with the aforementioned writers. Meanwhile, Vincent van 

                                                                                                                                            
process! 
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Gogh and Auguste Rodin are world renown painter and sculptor, naming Wheatfield 

(with Crows) and human body is representative of their great works and styles of 

creation (painting, sculpture). 

On metaphorical expressions, read echoes the property of books, magazines 

(here Eslite Bookreview) and bookstores, X reads (his work) Y, finding out (something 

unusual) Z provides local and global coherence for advanced inferencing. The notions 

of life, arts, sub-consciousness, and truth are long-term engagements or higher level 

reasoning. Metaphor is vastly employed in advertising to produce poetic effects. 

Poetic metaphors typically communicate many weak implicatures. The richer and 

more creative the metaphor displays, the greater the range of implicatures it 

communicates (cf. Pilkington, 1992). Like previous analyses, the interaction of 

VP–Repetition, celebrity names, and the exquisite expressions of predicates in parallel 

syntactic structure can lead the audience to infer a series of weak implicatures through 

which most of the relevance of the utterances will be achieved, thus producing poetic 

effects. As shown below, (99) seems to be stronger than (100), but doubtlessly we can 

put them together: 

 

(99) Reading requires patience. 

Reading could bring you pleasure of exploration. 

 […] 

 

(100) Famous writers and painters read, write, paint, and create scrupulously. 
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Famous writers and painters paid a lot of attention on their works. 

Famous writers and painters found out many and created many great 

works. 

Great works couldn’t be reached without spending efforts. 

Famous writers and artists read a lot, and work, create hard; we can also 

try. 

[…] 

 

5.3.2 NP–Repetition 

 In this section, I present the advertisement that adopts NP–Repetition as its 

dominant strategy to trigger poetic effects in Eslite’s advertising language. Consider 

(101): 

 

(101) 1995 年女性書展之必要 

 

a. D. H.勞倫斯筆下的女人期待陰莖帶來的性高潮 

b. 蕭伯納筆下的女人不可能成為藝術家 

c. 杜斯托也夫斯基筆下的女人沒有信仰的智慧 

d. 佛洛伊德筆下的女人因沒有陽具而缺乏自我完整性 

e. 女人在自己寫書之前所有關於兩性著作是用精液而不是月經寫成 

 的 

f. 所以我們舉辦女性書展 

 

The Necessity of the Book Fair for Women, 1995 

 

a. The women under D. H. Lawrence’s pen expect the orgasm from penis. 

b. The women under Bernard Shaw’s pen could not be artists. 

c. The women under Dostoevski’s pen do not possess the wisdom of faith. 

d. The women under Freud’s pen are short of self-completeness due to 

having no penis. 

e. It’s the sperm instead of the period writes the works about gender before 

women can write themselves.11 

                                                 
11 In the very original version of this text, it reads as “女人在自己寫書之前，所有關於兩性著作，是
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f. We therefore host a book fair for women. 

 

From every single utterance of (101a)–(101d), the audience is guided by the repetitive 

use of women with pre-modifiers of metonymy someone’s pen, and will infer the 

following implicated premises (102a–d) and implicated conclusions (103) 

respectively: 

 

(102)  

a. The women in D. H. Lawrence’s books expect the orgasm from penis. 

b. The women in Bernard Shaw’s books could not be artists. 

c. The women in Dostoevski’s books do not possess the wisdom of faith. 

d. The women in Freud’s books are short of self-completeness due to  

 having no penis. 

 

(103) The women in the books written by D. H. Lawrence, Bernard Shaw, 

Dostoevski, and Freud are without selves, without independence, without 

the wisdom of faith, without self-completeness, and couldn’t be artists. 

 

Moreover, except the assertive voice in (101a), the utterances (101b–e) use the 

negative voice to strengthen the argumentations and standpoint of the women being 

weak, fragile, and extremely dependent on men, and to justify that The Necessity of 

the Book Fair for Women, 1995. As Fairclough (1989: 125) have put it, ‘Negation 

obviously has experiential value in that it is the basic way we have of distinguishing 

what is not the case in reality from what is the case.’ 

For the overall evaluation of (101) against the contextual information that Eslite 

                                                                                                                                            
用男性觀點而不是女性觀點寫成的。(It is the men’s viewpoint instead of the women’s writes the 
works about gender before women can write themselves.)” 
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will host a women book fair, making use of the repetition of nuren ‘women’ with four 

metonymic modifiers of male writers, and the provocative expressions from feminine 

perspective as a vehicle, is about to perform diverse pragmatic functions. They 

include informing (this activity — book show), claiming (women’s self-consciousness 

and uniqueness), and persuading (those books pleased her showing to the public, and 

the competing ideologies of pleasing herself vs. pleasing men). Furthermore, the 

frame of friends’ rapport is evoked in the last utterance by the solidarity pronoun we. 

It weakly conveys the message of shaping Eslite as one of her good friends, and 

encouraging a woman that: as an intimate friend of yours, we Eslite back you up and 

stand by your side (all the time). 

What’s more, orgasm, penis, sperm and period are long traditionally tabooed 

words in Chinese society. It is even now still conditionally tabooed in different 

contexts and among different generations. It seems that, by blatantly expressing so, 

women will not only gain their confidence, but their status in terms of social, cultural, 

economic and political aspects can also be elevated. It tries to baldly (and boldly) 

break conventional social norms and traditional values, and to challenge men’s power 

and patriarchal authority in a more confident, conscious and independent way. 

Women are conceptualised in a status of relying on men to live physically, 

mentally, intellectually and spiritually, having been seen as long-standing social 
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stereotypes, which are strongly and firmly implicated in this advertisement for a book 

show for women. With the changing values and wide-ranging cultural impacts, 

however, one significant facet of gender issue—feminine awakening has drawn 

attention in an ever-increasing trend in many institutional discourses, including 

advertising, as illustrated in this example. A new image of a modern woman has been 

shaped and promoted in recent years. While retaining those pleasant and everlasting 

traits of gentleness, kindness, they are expected as being independent of men 

economically and spiritually, intelligent, insightful and self-confident, well-educated 

and autonomous, far-reaching, and are encouraged in expressing of courage their own 

opinions, possessing the equal rights and status as men have ever had. 

 

5.3.3 NP–Repetition and NP–Parallelism 

 We are now dealing with the ad in which the repetition and the parallelism of 

noun phrases that were both applied in one single text, as (104) shows: 

 

(104) 論斤計兩  舊書買賣會  1995.3.11~3.19 

 

a. 過期的鳳梨罐頭. 不過期的食慾。 

b. 過期的底片. 不過期的創作慾。 

c. 過期的 PLAYBOY. 不過期的性慾。 

d. 過期的舊書. 不過期的求知慾。 

 

  全面 5~7 折拍賣活動  貨品多.價格少.供應快 

 知識無保存期限  歡迎舊雨新知前來大量搜購舊書  一輩子受用無
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窮！ 

 

  Measured by Kg.  Used books on sale 1995.3.11~3.19 

a. Expired canned pineapple. Unexpired food desire. 

b. Expired film. Unexpired creation desire. 

c. Expired PLAYBOY. Unexpired sexual desire. 

d. Expired used books. Unexpired knowledge desire. 

 

  30~50% On sale.  Plenty goods. Low prices. Quick supply. 

  Knowledge has no expiry date 

 Old and new friends are welcome to seek and purchase. For a lifelong 

useful! 

 

The strategies of NP–Repetition and NP–Parallelism are exhibited as follows. The 

repetition of [[expired Adj][(__ Adj.)__ N] NP] and [unexpired Adj[__ N/Adj][desire N] NP] 

in (104a–d), and the parallelism of [[__ N/Adj][desire N] NP] in the second clauses of 

(104a–d) are employed simultaneously and exhibit clear syntactic, semantic and 

phonological parallelisms in this text. These reinforce the audience’s natural tendency 

to reducing processing effort by looking for matching parallelisms in propositional 

form and implicatures (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995: 222–223). On further 

observation, however, the audience will find that there are semantic contrasts among 

those different desires. Food desire and sexual desire are biological characteristics, 

whereas creation desire/creativity and knowledge desire/desire of pursuing knowledge 

are associated with something intellectual. The syntactic parallelism is deliberately 

designed for Eslite’s ad; it is strong enough to trigger parallel processing in spite of 

the partial semantic divergence. The problem is then one of finding a context in which 
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all four clauses have parallel contextual effects. This requires an effort of imagination: 

the audience has to bring together the four encyclopaedic entries and construct 

non-stereotypical assumptions. The audience’s task is to find a set of assumptions in 

the context of which the facts that (104a–d) have either identical or directly 

contrasting implications. The closer examination mentioned above suggests that (104a, 

c) and (104b, d) are different categories. He might have been trying to convey a 

variety of weak implicatures that an imaginative audience could spell out along a 

whole variety of lines, as shown in (105): 

 

(105) Creation and knowledge desires are not biologically driven (, as food and 

sexual desires). 

Creation and knowledge desires are not to be controlled (, as food and 

sexual desires). 

Creation and knowledge desires are intellectually motivated. 

Creation and knowledge desires are strongly encouraged. 

Creation and knowledge desires are images positively built. 

Creation and knowledge desires are the forces to make a better society. 

[…] 

 

The contrasting implications exist also between (104b) and (104d), after considering 

the first clauses in (104a–c). Food and film have expiration dates, and magazine is 

published periodically under normal condition, all of them have a better timing for 

consumption. But the time loadings are not so significant on ‘books’ as on those items. 

Books are normally without the problem of expiration. Metaphorically used here, the 

addresser deliberately elicits contrasting alternatives and tries to convey a variety of 
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even fairly weak implicatures, such as: 

 

(106) Creativity and creation desires require ideas. 

Creativity and creation desires require knowledge. 

Ideas and knowledge originate from many sources and aspects. 

Books are an effective and straight way to supply you ideas and 

knowledge. 

Knowledge is timeless. 

Old books provide timeless knowledge. 

Old books offered at Eslite at low prices. 

Knowledge from both new books and old books can bring you benefits and 

advantages. 

Both new books and old books are available at Eslite. 

[…] 

 

Those weak implicatures of (105) and (106) might be overlapping and there is no 

precise stage during which the specific implicatures will appear, some might not infer 

the contrasting implications between (104b) and (104d), but will still achieve optimal 

relevance. As long as the audience can recognise it is a metaphorical expression and 

the implicatures falling into this indeterminate range, the communication is successful 

(Tanaka, 1994: 88–89). 

As we have seen in Section 5.3.2, the feminine issue is another prominent appeal 

frequently embraced in advertising. The status of women had longer been depreciated 

and oppressed without receiving respect. Women are deprived in many societies. For 

Chinese women (and Japanese and Korean women in Eastern societies), they are 

depicted as being supposed to be gentle and obedient without self-identity or 
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self-confidence. With the influence of intercultural communication (especially from 

Western cultures) and the transition of sociocultural structures, however, the status of 

the Chinese women is upraised through the encouraging wordings prevailing in many 

advertisements. For instance, “妳也可以成為最佳女主角 (You can be the best 

leading actress)”; “Trust me, you can make it!” in slimming advertising, or “認真的

女人最美麗 (A woman in earnest is of true beauty)” in a credit card commercial 

designed for women. Below is another ad for women from Eslite: 

 

(107)  

a. 女人上桌壓軸驚豔食慾的寶貝菜叫做私房菜。 

b. 女人秘密壓箱未雨綢繆的寶貝錢叫做私房錢。 

c. 女人睡前壓枕取悅自己的寶貝書叫做私房書。 

 

d. 9/10~10/20  女人票選好書活動 

e. 請您填寫好美麗佳人雜誌女人書展票選單 

f. 將回味不盡的壓枕好書洩密在誠品書店 

 

a. The precious dishes served last by women are named private cuisine. 

b. The precious money kept secretly in box by women for future use is  

named private money. 

c. The precious books pleasing women themselves put under pillow  

 before sleeping are named private books. 

 

d. 9/10~10/20  Women vote for good books 

e. Please fill in the vote slip of women book fair in Marie Claire 

f. Tell Eslite in secret, those tasteful books please you and entertain you 

 

The repetitive uses of nouns and NPs in this ad are women, precious dishes, precious 

money, precious books, and private cuisine, private money and private books 
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throughout (107a–c), plus two repetitions of women in (107d–e). Firstly, for (107a–c), 

we are able to process every single utterance. From (107a), we may generally, on the 

one hand, refer private cuisine and the whole utterance to certain degrees of 

self-confidence and pride. On the other hand, we may probably process (107a) as, in 

normal situations, it is those women as housewives who are in charge of cooking and 

housekeeping. In the latter sense, women are laborious and hard working with heavy 

loading of housework, yet without the sense of self-confidence and pride in 

association with private cuisine. From private money in (107b), keeping money 

secretly by a woman for the future possible needs is one of the Chinese traditions. She 

won’t use the money or let others know until in pressing needs. But as being reminded 

of the whole proposition (107b), we might recall that to a certain extent private money 

is being kept for the future pressing needs, and is also due to her economic 

un-independence, which is enhanced by the modifier mimi yaxiang ‘kept secretly in 

box.’ As for (107c), by using yazhen ‘put under pillow,’ pleasing women themselves 

and the neologism private books, it is far more apparently that women is not 

independent in various spheres during her life. 

Processing one step further, concerning the overall cross–sentential evaluation of 

the utterances, (107a–b) are exploited as backgrounding information to make (107c) 

more salient and foregrounding, which is best supported by the consecutive sequences 
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(107d–f) and the context that it is Eslite’s ad for a women book fair. Private cuisine 

(私房菜) is a derivative from private money (私房錢) sharing the semantic properties 

of secret and preciousness. Both of the NPs are used in daily speech, but private 

cuisine usually signifies confidence and uniqueness with much pleasure to share with 

others. Private books (私房書), however, is a creative neologism and shares the 

semantic property of secret with private cuisine and private money, but made use of 

them as a vehicle to perform diverse pragmatic functions. Furthermore, the frame of 

(close) friends’ rapport, as exemplified previously in (101), is evoked again in the last 

utterance of this text, shaping Eslite as one of the reader’s good friends, encouraging a 

woman ‘just to tell your secrets to Eslite, an intimate friend of yours.’ 

 

5.3.4 VP–Repetition and NP–/VP–Parallelism 

In this section I present the rhetorical devices of VP–Repetition and 

NP–/VP–Parallelism that is used in the campaigns of Eslite Bookstore to construct 

meanings through the rich emotional and affective states. Consider (108): 

 

(108)  

a. 不懂卡爾維諾。不懂愛情。 

b. 不懂身體氣象學。不懂同性戀。 

c. 不懂女人。不懂瑪格麗特·莒哈絲。 

d. 不懂 Free Jazz。不懂死亡。 

e. 不懂世紀末占星學。不懂包浩斯。 

f. 不懂楚浮。不懂政治權力和鬥爭。 
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g. 所以我們閱讀。 

 

 《誠品閱讀》 

 

a. Without knowing (Italo) Calvino. Without knowing love. 

b. Without knowing body meteorology. Without knowing homosexual. 

c. Without knowing women. Without knowing Marguerite Duras. 

d. Without knowing Free Jazz. Without knowing death. 

e. Without knowing millennium astrology. Without knowing Bauhaus. 

f. Without knowing (François) Trauffault. Without knowing political  

 power and struggle. 

g. We therefore read. 

 

«Eslite Bookreview» 

 

As illustrated above, the linguistic meaning of this ad is constructed via two layers. 

The initial layer of meaning is conveyed by the interclausal link and constructed 

cross–sententially. The twelve repetitive use of the VP budong (不懂) ‘don’t know, 

without knowing’ throughout the text (108a–f) can yield the following strong 

implicature: 

 

(109) What we don’t know is quite a lot. 

 

Without knowing interweaves here with diverse cultural elements of writer (Italo 

Calvino, Marguerite Duras), director (François Trauffault), music (free jazz), art, and 

politics. Love, women, death are eminent issues in human life, political power and 

struggle are increasingly prevailing in modern society, gay, homosexual issue is in any 

way not so tabooed than ever before, even if in Eastern, Asian and Chinese societies. 
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The compound nouns of body meteorology and millennium astrology are the 

neologisms to suffice the reader’s rich imagination. All of these are manipulated to 

convey a wide array of weak implicatures, which contains implicated premises (110) 

and implicated conclusions (111): 

 

(110) If we read, we will gain knowledge. 

If we read more, we will gain more knowledge. 

If we read more to gain more knowledge, we will be like celebrities. 

If we read more, we will know more currently prominent issues. 

 

(111) (It seems that) We should read. 

We should read more. 

We should read a lot. 

We should read (a lot) to gain more knowledge. 

We should read (a lot) to gain more knowledge to be like celebrities. 

We should read (a lot) to know currently prominent issues. 

 

Also, as processing this text against the context that it is a commercial campaign 

designed for Eslite Bookreview, especially with the discourse connective therefore in 

(108g), the audience will infer the following weak implicatures: 

 

(112) We can find these names in Eslite Bookreview. 

We can find these issues in Eslite Bookreview. 

We can know these names from Eslite Bookreview. 

We can know these issues from Eslite Bookreview. 

Eslite Bookreview could tell us those prominent issues. 

Eslite Bookreview could help us gain more knowledge. 

It is worthwhile to read Eslite Bookreview. 

Buy, and try. 

[…] 
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The second layer of meaning construction is coming into play as we take a further 

look at the liaison between the first clause and the second clause of each utterance in 

(108a) through (108c), although (108d–f) might not seem to be so closely connected. 

The coherence between love and Italo Calvino, women and Marguerite Duras, and the 

seemingly opaque one between body meteorology and gay/homosexual, will drive the 

reader to infer the implicated premises and derive the implicated conclusions — both 

are implicatures, as shown in (113) and (114) respectively: 

 

(113) Italo Calvino is a famous writer; his books are about love. 

Marguerite Duras is a famous female writer; her books are about women. 

Homosexual is about the same–sex body relations, and is hence associated 

with the ‘changing weather’ of the body — the ‘body meteorology.’ (Or 

vice versa) 

 

(114) If we know something about Italo Calvino, we’ll know love more. 

If we know something about Marguerite Duras, we’ll know women more. 

If we know something about gay life, we’ll know ‘body meteorology.’ (Or 

vice versa) 

 

Naming literary celebrities, created professional disciplines, topics and concerns over 

life, with the aid of lexical repetition, is thus well demonstrated in this campaign. So 

far in our analyses, all the above data are obviously more or less associated with 

syntactic parallelism construction, which is important to lead to the poetic style not 

only of advertising language, but of everyday language use as well. Yet, as have 

clarified earlier, we classified the data into subgroups according to the delicate 
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linguistic strategies employed within the syntactic constructions and the dominant 

ones we are chiefly concerned with. In what follows, we are dealing with the data in 

Sections 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 labelled as Syntactic Parallelism associated with Personal 

Names and Brand Names respectively. 

 

5.3.5 Syntactic Parallelism associated with Personal Names 

In the next advertisement we are showing how the relevance of advertising text 

is achieved, and how the meaning is worked out through the initiation of poetic 

effects by using the even isolating lexical entries of personal names in parallel 

syntactic construction. We are to see the pragmatic function, poetic force, and 

aesthetic value initiated by making good use of names, celebrity names. Consider 

(115): 

 

(115)  

a. 哥德。叔本華。尼采。李斯特。西班牙廣場。克里克咖啡館。 

b. 白先勇。黃春明。林懷民。五○年代。現代文學的明星咖啡店。 

c. 巴哈。海頓。舒伯特。即興演奏。深夜打烊的音樂咖啡館。 

d. 余光中。洛夫。楊牧。無限續水的衡陽田園咖啡廳。 

e. 我不在家，就在咖啡館；我不在咖啡館，就在往咖啡館的路上。 

f. 有史以來咖啡因最多的書展 

g. 1995 年 4 月 8 日至 1995 年 4 月 30 日 

h. 誠品書店邀您酗咖啡 

i. 咖啡桌上的歐洲 張耀攝影個展 

 

a. Göthe. Schopenhauer. Nietzsche. Lester. Spanish Square. Creek Café. 

b. Bai Xian–Yong. Huang Chun–Ming. Lin Huai–Min. Year Fifties. Star  
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 Café of modern literature. 

c. Bach. Heiden. Schubert. Impromptu playing. Midnight Music Café. 

d. Yu Guang–Zhong. Luo–Fu. Yang–Mu. Hengyang Garden Café,  

 unlimited water-offering. 

e. If I’m not home, I’m in café. If I’m not in café, I’m on my way to café. 

f. Unprecedented book fair with most caffeine. 

g. 1995.4.8~1995.4.30 

h. Eslite bookstore invites you addicted to café 

i. Europa on the café table. Zhang–Yao’s photo solo exhibition 

 

From every single utterance of (115a) through (115d), the audience is guided by the 

repetitive use of various personal names, cafés with pre-modifiers, and spatial 

(Spanish Square) or temporal (Year Fifties) expressions, and will thus infer the 

following implicated premises (116a–d) and implicated conclusions (117a–d) 

respectively: 

 

(116)  

a. Göthe, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and Lester are in relation to Spanish  

Square and Creek Café. 

b. Bai Xian–Yong, Huang Chun–Ming, and Lin Huai–Min are in relation  

to the Year fifties and Star Café of modern literature. 

c. Bach, Heiden, and Schubert are in relation to the impromptu playing  

and Midnight Music Café. 

d. Yu Guang–Zhong, Luo–Fu, and Yang–Mu are in relation to the  

unlimited water-offering Hengyang Garden Café. 

 

(117)  

a. Göthe, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and Lester appeared in Spanish  

Square and at Creek Café. 

b. Bai Xian–Yong, Huang Chun–Ming, and Lin Huai–Min appeared at  

Star Café of modern literature in the Year Fifties. 

c. Bach, Heiden, and Schubert appeared at Midnight Music Café with  

impromptu playing. 
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d. Yu Guang–Zhong, Luo–Fu, and Yang–Mu appeared at the unlimited  

water-offering Hengyang Garden Café. 

 

As we process this text, seeing these personal names ‘separately’ will cause semantic 

anomaly and oddness. But if we read the whole text as a single texture (Blakemore, 

1992: 165–166; macrostructure, van Dijk, 1977: 130), the meanings generated by 

global coherence and the poetic effects delivered through weak implicatures are 

clearly significant. There are clear syntactic and semantic parallelisms in the 

utterances (115a–d): three or four personal names (names of celebrity), a scene of 

place or time, plus one coffee shop. These reinforce the audience’s natural tendency to 

reducing processing effort by looking for matching parallelisms in propositional form 

and implicatures (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995: 222–223). 

Like the analysis of (104), the syntactic parallelism is strong enough to trigger 

parallel processing in spite of the partial semantic divergence. The point is then one of 

finding a context in which all four clauses in (115a–d) have parallel contextual effects. 

This requires an effort of imagination: the audience has to bring together the four 

encyclopaedic entries and construct non-stereotypical assumptions. The audience’s 

task is to find a set of assumptions in the context of which the facts that (115a–d) have 

either identical or directly contrasting implications. A closer examination suggests that 

they are same categories: personal names + temporal or spatial scene + Café. He 

might have been trying to convey, with the reinforcement of and perseverance with 
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café in (115e), a variety of weak implicatures that an imaginative and active audience 

could spell out along a whole variety of lines, as shown in (118): 

 

(118) Celebrities appeared at cafés. 

Celebrities (often) appeared at (famous) cafés. 

Celebrities are supposed to be tasteful. 

Frequently appeared at café is supposed to be tasteful. 

Frequently appeared at café will (possibly) make you look like celebrities. 

Frequently appeared at café will (possibly) bring you taste. 

[…] 

 

The practical elements of commercial marketing are simply sporadically arranged in 

the least salient positions and the last four out of nine lines of this text. The last word 

book fair in (115f), the show time in (115g), Eslite’s invitation to the book fair in 

(115h), and the most crucial information, Zhang–Yao’s photo solo exhibition in the 

last of (115i). However, the metaphorical expressions and foregrounding scenes as 

used in (115f, h, i) outweigh these practical elements: unprecedented book fair with 

most caffeine (115f), addicted to café (115h), and Europa on the café table (115i). 

Furthermore, as processing the most practical information of Zhang–Yao’s photo show 

against the utterances (115a–d), combining with those personal traits and charisma of 

the celebrities of writers, artists, poets, and musicians, and enhanced by (115e–f), we 

may further infer a variety of weak implicatures, as (119) demonstrates: 

 

(119) Zhang–Yao travelled many cafés. 

Zhang–Yao is supposed to be tasteful. 
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Zhang–Yao’s café photo show is tasteful. 

Visit to Zhang–Yao’s café photo show is tasteful. 

Come to Eslite (Café) and you’ll gain taste. 

[…] 

 

For the local Taiwanese audience, the Chinese poets, writers and artists in (115b, d) 

are perhaps more easily associated with the café contexts, whereas the liaison of the 

foreign celebrities named in (115a, c) with the café contexts, be it real or fictitious, 

familiar or unfamiliar, is not so sure. We might know Göthe or Nietzsche, but may not 

know Creek Café, and so forth. For the metonymy in (115c), with the aid of local 

coherence, the audience might infer that it refers to those works and masterpieces of 

Bach, Heiden, and Schubert that were played in the late-nite café(s). From this aspect, 

different readers could interpret very differently. What matters is the fact that, to what 

extent the actual facts exactly are and however the information will be recognised by 

the audience, they will all achieve their optimal relevance. Or we can simply say, at 

least, the readers are informed of the following propositional content: 

 

(120) Eslite Bookstore invites you to Zhang–Yao’s photo show in April 1995. 

 

This is the (basic) explicature — the proposition expressed (its truth-conditional 

content, what is said) by the utterances (115g–i), and is the most crucial information 

in terms of commercial marketing. Moreover, on a standard speech-act account, it is 

generally accepted that utterances (115g–i) communicate the speech-act information 
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in (121) (cf. fn.1, p.34): 

 

(121)  Speaker is telling/informing/asserting that ‘you are invited by Eslite 

Bookstore to Zhang–Yao’s photo show in April 1995.’ 

 

As contrasted with the basic explicature, (121) would also be the explicature of 

(115g–i) and are generally referred to as higher-level explicature (Blakemore, 1992; 

Carston & Uchida, 1998: 296–297; Noh, 2000: 71–72). Also included under 

higher-level explicatures is propositional-attitude information. For example, from 

(115g–i), the speaker may communicate that he believes that the described state of 

affairs — the event is true, and he may communicate that he wants it to be true. 

However, the un-most-importantly ‘background’ information in (115a–e), as 

opposed to the most important information (115i), are exploited as foregrounding 

plots. Similar to the other ads, if we withdraw the fantastic, marvelous background 

information, the texts would lose their taste and beauty and is not Eslite wish to see, 

for Eslite always positions itself as a cultural landmark, and the readers, social elite. 

This further echoes the main theme of the principle of relevance, because “every act 

of communication communicates a presumption of its own optimal relevance” (cf. 

Section 2.2.2). 

As an addresser and communicator, Eslite is not worried about to what extent the 

successful communication would achieve by using these rhetorical devices, because 
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the reader, in terms of processing efforts and effects, will reach optimal relevance 

during the interpretation process and be rewarded by contextual effects. This relation 

also corresponds to the notion(s) of diminishing marginal utility in the discipline of 

economics: as you are thirsty, the first swallow of water makes you satisfied most. 

The weak implicatures in (118) and (119) might be overlapping and there is no precise 

stage during which the specific implicatures will appear, as long as the audience is 

willing to process further and the inferred implicatures fall into this indeterminate 

range, the communication is successful (Tanaka, 1994: 88–89). 

 

5.3.6 Syntactic Parallelism associated with Brand Names 

In what follows, we are to examine the linguistic strategy of syntactic parallelism 

associated with brand names adopted in Eslite’s ads to trigger cognitive poetic effects 

and lead to meaning construction, as illustrated below: 

 

 (122)  

a. 服裝之外，另一種不妥協的品味 

 

b. 川久保玲的服裝染上三島由紀夫式的死亡黑。 

c. 伊夫．聖羅蘭的房間以《追憶似水年華》的角色替房間命名。 

d. 羅夫．羅倫專櫃的長褲和衣衫間擺一本臨床心理學。 

e. Gianni Versace 的皮革配真絲曝露了肉感的義大利古典主義。 

f. 哈美奈把佛教戒律學和集體潛意識哲學反映在運動衫的設計上。 

g. 服裝讓身體自戀，閱讀使心靈自覺。 

h. 對漂亮衣服和好雜誌一樣沒有抵抗力的男人女人， 

i. 誠品閱讀提供了服裝之外，更多讓您自信出門的生活情報。 
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j. 書妝打扮—秋冬服裝書展  1995. 12. 9~1996. 1.14 

地點：誠品書店敦南店．世貿店．忠誠店．桃園統領店．高雄漢神店 

 

a. Aside from fashion, another uncompromising taste 

 

b. The fashion design of Kawakubo Rei dyed the death black of Mishima  

    Yukio. 

c. The rooms of Yves St. Laurent are named after the characters of A la  

  Recherche du Temps Perdu. 

d. There is a clinical psychology between the trousers and shirts of Ralph  

  Laurent. 

e. The leather and silk of Gianni Versace exposed the fetish Italian  

  classicism. 

f. Hamaynai reflected disciplinarian Buddhism and collective  

  subconscious philosophy on sportswear design. 

g. Fashion makes the body narcissistic; reading makes the mind  

  self-conscious. 

h. For those men and women being irresistible to attractive fashion and  

  good magazines, 

i. Eslite Bookreview provides more info, besides fashion, about life to let  

  you walk out confidently. 

 

j. Book dressing — Fall–Winter fashion book fair  1995. 12. 9~1996.  

  1.14 

 Venues: Eslite Dun–Nan Store. Shi–Mao Store. Zhong–Cheng Store. 

Taoyuan Tong–Ling Store. Kaohsiung Han–Shen Store. 

 

From the title of this caption, Aside from fashion, another uncompromising taste, we 

can know that there is something about a taste, which is different from fashion. This is 

strongly implicated by the communicator, and best supported and well depicted in 

subsequent utterances (122b–f). In (122b–f), the addresser used five brand names and 

famous fashion designers (in fashion industry, the names of fashion designers are 
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pretty often used as the brand names of their products) together with delicate and 

graceful expressions of predicates in parallel syntactic construction. From the 

propositions in (122b–f), similar to (115), the audience is guided and will infer the 

implicated premises and implicated conclusions, as shown in (123)–(124) and (125) 

respectively: 

 

(123) Kawakubo Rei’s fashion design is in relation to Mishima Yukio. 

Yves St. Laurent’s rooms (and fashion design) are in relation to (the 

characters of) A la Recherche du Temps Perdu. 

Ralph Laurent’s fashion design is in relation to clinical psychology. 

Gianni Versace’s fashion design is in relation to the Italian classicism. 

Hamaynai’s fashion design is in relation to disciplinarian Buddhism and 

collective subconscious philosophy. 

 

(124) (Something related to) Mishima Yukio is an uncompromising taste. 

(Something related to) A la Recherche du Temps Perdu is an 

uncompromising taste. 

(Something related to) Clinical psychology is an uncompromising taste. 

(Something related to) Italian classicism is an uncompromising taste. 

(Something related to) The disciplinarian Buddhism and collective 

subconscious philosophy is an uncompromising taste. 

 

(125) Kawakubo Rei’s fashion design is an uncompromising taste. 

Yves St. Laurent’s fashion design is an uncompromising taste. 

Ralph Laurent’s fashion design is an uncompromising taste. 

Gianni Versace’s fashion design is an uncompromising taste. 

Hamaynai’s fashion design is an uncompromising taste. 

 

On closer processing, the audience will find that Mishima Yukio is a Japanese writer, A 

la Recherche du Temps Perdu, a French novel, clinical psychology, a book, and 

Italian classicism, disciplinarian Buddhism and collective subconscious philosophy 
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are associated with formal and serious academic disciplines. All of these are related 

with intellectual quality and professions, and echo the characteristics of books and 

reading, and are also backed up by subsequent words of reading, magazine, Eslite 

Bookreview, and book dressing in (122g–j), and the audience will further infer the 

following weak implicatures: 

 

(126) Reading and books inspired the fashion designers. 

The fashion design inspired by reading and books is an uncompromising 

taste. 

 

(127) Reading and books inspired the fashion designs of Kawakubo Rei, Yves St. 

Laurent, Ralph Laurent, Gianni Versace, and Hamaynai. 

The fashion designs of Kawakubo Rei, Yves St. Laurent, Ralph Laurent, 

Gianni Versace, and Hamaynai are uncompromising tastes. 

 

Among these five brand names, (122c–e) are generally much more familiar than the 

ones in (122b) and (122f). Aside from the guaranteed quality brought by five 

international famous brands and fashion designers (122b–f) and technological 

superiority of these countries (Japan, France, United States, Italy, and some other 

foreign country that is unknown to me), the product images are enriched by adding 

cultural properties to the commodities. Mishima Yukio (三島由紀夫) and A la 

Recherche du Temps Perdu (a novel written by Marcel Proust) represent literary 

prominence, clinical psychology, disciplinarian Buddhism and group subconscious 

philosophy represent professional (and mysterious) knowledge, and Italian classicism, 
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a leading cultural style. All of them strongly implicate that the cultural and 

professional traits associated with these world-class fashion designers comprise the 

mainstream of ideas and a leading socioculturally correct attitude. 

Again, a seemingly symmetric relationship of negotiation between fashion and 

intelligence occurred in (122g) and (122h). But from the inherent semantic properties 

of the words body vs. mind, and narcissistic vs. self-conscious in (122g), from (122i), 

and most obvious in (122a), the different ideological loadings imposed by the 

advertiser on fashion and on information, knowledge or intelligence come into play. 

An awakening to spirits and mind are socioculturally favourable than to narcissism 

under contemporary social norms. Using reading to make yourself awake is an 

uncompromising taste which might make you feel unique and like a leading light, and 

is supposed to be a better way to make you informed and confident than from fashion 

dress. It explicitly states the symmetric relations between fashion and intelligence to 

overcome the widespread perception that it is hard to simultaneously hold both beauty 

and intelligence. But, implicitly contrasting the shallow look vs. spiritual contentment 

to communicate the advantages and niches from reading, Eslite Bookstore attempts to 

promote new attitudes towards value judgement and assumes that the target 

consumers are acquainted with the popular issues and figures. If you’ve already 

known these, you are naturally belong to this ‘family,’ if you don’t know them yet, 
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you may then well be empowered to enter into this family to keep pace with current 

trends in vogue. 

Such ads may not be so easily and frequently accessible as TV commercials, 

which are sometimes repeated so often that they can become part of audience 

members’ assumptive world (e.g. McDonald’s ads, discussed in Lull, 1995). However, 

being expressed in such an exquisitely rhetorical and creatively imaginative way, once 

you become a member of this family under higher involvement, they will be easily 

approachable. The relationship between you and bookstore has entered into a new 

phase, browsing in bookstore is a routine behavior, a part of your everyday life. 

 

5.3.7 Metaphor 

 In this section we consider the notably linguistic strategy of metaphor as vastly 

employed in advertising, including Eslite’s print ads. We are particularly concerned 

with the manipulation of novel and creative metaphors, which invite the audience to 

recover a wide range of weak implicatures with heavier processing effort, and require 

the audience’s more imagination on her own responsibility. Creative metaphors are 

widely crafted in advertising, especially for the purposes of producing literary effects, 

causing cultural awareness and social concern, which themselves encode the 

properties of elitism and intelligence. Consider the following example: 
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(128)  

a. 夏天在五月二十日推翻了春天的政權 

 

b. 迷你裙在豔陽下示威，涼鞋在鞋架上連署完畢， 

c. 泳衣主張解散毛衣，衣櫃要求全面改選， 

d. 有心人士藉著流行的路線之爭，發起品牌的階級革命， 

e. 防曬油則忙著訂定夏季革新時間表。 

f. 價格懸掛布條揭竿起義，Teddy Bear 出來擁抱群眾， 

g. 999 項新品在西門町前集會遊行， 

h. 夏天在五月二十日，推翻了春天的政權。 

 

  Pre-sale: 五月十四，十五日 

  Sale: 五月十六至二十四日，為期九天。 

 

a. The summer is to overthrow the sovereignty of the spring on May 20th 

 

b. The miniskirts demonstrate under the shining sun, the sandals  

    complete the petition on the shoe racks. 

c. The swimsuits advocate dismissing the sweaters, the closets urge the  

  overall reelection. 

d. The purposeful make use of the struggle of fashion routes in vogue,  

  initiating the class revolution of brands, 

e. The suntan oil is busy at scheduling the timetable of summer  

  renovation. 

f. The prices is hanging the cloth strip to revolt, Teddy Bear is going out  

  to embrace the public, 

g. There are 999 new items congregating and parading in front of  

  Seimonchyo, 

h. The summer is to overthrow the sovereignty of the spring on May 20th 

 

  Pre-sale: May 14th, 15th 

  Sale: May 16th~24th, nine days lasting. 

 

From the caption title (128a), echoed by the last utterance (128h) of the main text, and 

from the reading of the whole text, this advertisement is best labelled as a political 
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metaphor, or a FASHION IS POLITICS metaphor, for the words and expressions 

deployed therein are overwhelmingly associated with politics. The audience will 

recall the words and expressions demonstrate, petition, advocate to dismiss, (urge) to 

overall reelection, struggle of routes, class revolution, renovation (timetable), hanging 

the cloth strip to revolt, embrace the public, congregate and parade, overthrow the 

sovereignty are overwhelmingly associated with election campaign, revolution and 

political development. Some bring the audience the images of democratic 

improvements and new facets (demonstrate, petition, advocate to dismiss, (urge) to 

overall reelection, renovation (timetable), embrace the public, congregate (campaign 

rally) and march), some with radical changes and violent actions (class revolution, 

hanging the cloth strip to revolt, overthrow the sovereignty). Besides, 20th May is the 

presidential inauguration date, overthrowing the sovereignty on that day further 

activates the notion of ‘newness,’ ‘dynamism’ and ‘change.’ 

For the people living in Taiwan, though political issue is not strange and remote 

in everyday life, some may have never heard of the fashion sale in terms of politics. 

To pursue optimal relevance, however, they have to see the resemblance between the 

two in order to derive contextual effects from the text. This advertisement strongly 

implicates that Eslite is to host a spring–summer sale during the time of 16–24 May. 

However, the advertiser could not have intended to communicate this implicature only, 
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for in such case he would have used a more direct utterance, requiring less processing 

effort, such as: 

 

(129) Make some changes in clothes and fashion in the upcoming summer. 

(130) Come and see the new products available in Eslite. 

 

Additional contextual effects, which can be achieved by activating and expanding the 

wider network of contexts, may outweigh the extra processing effort caused by the 

whole text, as listed in (131): 

 

(131) New season should have a brand-new look (drastically, dynamically). 

New look represents progress and advantage over others. 

Miniskirts will lead you to make progress and bring you brilliant and 

drastic changes in your upcoming life. 

Miniskirts bring you the advantages over others. 

Miniskirts, sandals, swimming suits and many other items comprise the 

summer clothes and their fashion styles are available here in Eslite. 

Fascinating prices and amiable offers (e.g. Teddy Bear) are available here. 

Higher status brands are available here. 

[…] 

 

The striking expressions concerning ‘revolution’ or ‘politics,’ evoking and stirring the 

audience’s affective and emotional states, are not only employed in fashion ads, which 

inherently possessing fashion-driven quality, but also used in ads for book-related 

activities. It is therefore transmitting an important message that knowledge is a 

process of ever-lasting innovation, diffusion, and accumulation, as shown in the 

following examples: 
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(132) 台灣一項閱讀革命正在進行 — 1994 誠品書店五週年閱讀現象座談會 

‘A reading revolution in Taiwan is on-going — 1994 Seminar on Eslite’s 

Fifth–Year Reading Phenomenon’ 

 

(133) 對書的 100 種偏見來誠品的 100 種理由 

誠品書店一九九五年度書籍排行榜 

請您前來清算文化帳目  告解您的偏好 

‘100 prejudices over books, 100 reasons to come to Eslite 

Eslite 1995 Annual Top Book Hits 

You are most welcome to come here to clear your cultural account, and 

confess your preference’ 

 

Preference to books is metaphorised in (133) as bias towards books. Readers are 

invited to Eslite not because of complying with others’ interests, but because of their 

own interests, which then justifies the consumers’ motives and places them in their 

unique thoughts and attitudes. Clear (accounts) (清算) is a word usually construed as 

in relation to the ‘Great Cultural Revolution (文化大革命)’ (though with exception of 

professional use, e.g. a banking account, or creatively used here: clear cultural 

account (清算文化帳目)). It strengthens the disobedience in a rebellious sense, and 

by using confess, Eslite is seen as a tolerable site where you can dump various kinds 

of feeling, speakable or unspeakable, just as in front of father in the church. 

As discussed in Section 3.2, the notion of weak communication is important for 

the indeterminate nature of metaphors and the way they are processed by the audience. 

The audience’s comprehension of an utterance, that is the assumptions that she infers 

from it, may not be limited to those the speaker specifically intended her to recover. 
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She may well recover certain implications that she infers on her own responsibility 

(Tanaka, 1994: 89). In the two extremes of metaphors, conventional or standardised 

metaphors encourage the audience to recover a narrow range of strong implicatures. 

Creative and novel metaphors invite the audience to recover a wide range of weak 

implicatures, which require the audience’s more imagination on her own 

responsibility, arouse her attention and will be retained longer in her memory due to 

heavier processing effort. The audience will thus feel closer to the addresser. The 

more matching for her recovered weak implicatures and the ones that addresser 

intends to convey, the more intimate with the addresser she is, and more hedonic and 

aesthetic pleasure she is getting in solving the metaphor (and other tropes). Creative 

metaphors are widely crafted in advertising, especially for the purposes of producing 

literary effects, causing cultural awareness and social concern, which themselves 

encode the properties of elitism and intelligence, as demonstrated above. 

Location–oriented metaphor is also artfully used in Eslite’s ads, such as 

Seimonchyo New Life Film Studio (西門町新生活片場) and Eslite Taiwan University 

Branch Launch Proclamation (誠品台大分校創立宣言), because incorporating 

locations into the texts can provide audience with the most accessible context, help 

fulfil Eslite’s commercial motive, and will shape ideologies more effectively due to its 

invisibility and take-for-grantedness (Fairclough, 1989: 85). Consider (134): 
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(134)  

a. 6/20 ’96  誠品台大店開學了 

 

b. 新生南路之西，羅斯福路以北 

c. 認識一條新的書街，發現一種新的閱讀修辭學 

 

d. 認識椰林道上的馬克斯，醉月湖畔的鄭愁予，水源地的跳蚤市場， 

e. 蟾蜍山上的自然觀察家，草地上的戀人絮語，長巷子裡的書香人 

 家， 

f. 雨中的溫州街，瑠公圳上的城市人類學， 

g. 飲食學.電影學.村上春樹學.生活風格學.挪威森林學.戀愛學.香 

 料學.珠寶學. 

h. 台灣文學.莎士比亞學.政治學.社會學.城市建築學.大眾心理學. 

 類型文學… 

i. 新的圖書館，新的閱讀生活，就要開學了 

 

a. 6/20 ’96  Eslite Taida Store is to Commence 

 

b. The west of Xinsheng South Road, the north of Roosevelt Road 

c. Get to know a new book street, discover a new kind of reading rhetoric 

 

d. Get to know the Marx on the Coconut Tree Blvd., the Zheng Chou–Yu  

 near ZueYue Lake, the flea market of ShuiYuanDi 

e. Nature–observist on the Chan–Chu Hill, lover’s discourse on the green  

 grass, literary people in the long alley, 

f. Wen–Zhou Street in the rain, urban anthropology on LiuGongZun, 

g. Food–ology, film–ography, Murakami Haruki–ology, lifestylistics,  

Norwegian Woods–ology, romance–ology, spice–ology, jewelry–ology, 

h. Taiwanese literature, Shakespeare–ology, politics, sociology, urban  

 architecture, popular psychology, typology literature… 

i. A new library, a new reading life, is going to commence 

 

Coconut Tree Blvd. and ZueYue Lake are the campus sites of National Taiwan 

University (NTU), while the flea market of ShuiYuanDi, Chan–Chu Hill, Wen–Zhou 

Street, LiuGongZun are the locations nearby, generally known to the public as a larger 
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area ‘Gong–Guan/Taida (公館/台大).’ Naming these locations, and in particular 

(Karl) Marx and Zheng Chou–Yu in the text, the addresser activates the audience’s 

familiar concrete locales along with experiential values. Locations cited here are 

characteristic of Taida (Taiwan University) and Gong–Guan. In (134d), Karl Marx 

(famous for his work ‘Capital’), a German economist and philosopher, is especially 

renowned for Marxism in a broad sense, and Zheng Cho–Yu is a famous modern 

Chinese poet. Metaphorical usage in (134d) invites the audience to infer a variety of 

weak implicatures, as shown in (135) and (136) respectively: 

 

(135) The (/Many) students of NTU are (sociostereotypically) radical and 

rebellious (though they are outstanding and smart). 

The students of NTU are innovative and full of fresh (/weird) ideas. 

The students of NTU are pioneers of social reforms. 

The students of NTU are the mainstream leading to social change. 

[…] 

 

(136) NTU cultivated many writers and poets. 

The students of NTU are well learned, cultured, and talented. 

[…] 

 

A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments leads the audience to recover that ‘love, romance,’ 

the so-called ‘required credits in college,’ is an important part of college life in 

Taiwan society, however they may know A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments is a popular 

book in Taiwan written by Roland Barthes. (If she knows, then she’ll be rewarded by 

additional contextual effects and will feel more intimate with the communicator.) 
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Literary people (書香人家) has been highly appreciated in Chinese culture and 

society. While nature observe–ist (自然觀察家) and urban anthropology (城市人類

學) are the coinages to establish a highly cultured and professional image based on the 

semantic properties of the suffixes –ist and –ology/–tics. (here, perhaps urban 

anthropology truly exists as a sub-field in anthropology, but urban anthropology of 

LiuGongZun (瑠公圳上的城市人類學 ) makes the audience to recover an 

interpretation pertaining to the human activities and the phenomena of this area in the 

modern city). The usage of such coinages is prevalent in the rest of the text. 

Politics and sociology are basic disciplines. Taiwanese literature, popular 

psychology and typology literature (類型文學) are not so familiar to the public but are 

increasingly prominent. ‘Shakespeare’ and ‘architecture’ are generally more common, 

but Shakespearology and urban architecture are newly presented, profession-driven 

and intellectually motivated. As for the other coinages derived from the 

suffixes –ology or –tics in this text, they are definitely novel to the public. 

Romance–ology is appealing, admirable and is encouraged informally in college. 

Jewelry–ology encodes the notions of luxury and richness. Spice–ology, food–ology 

and film–ology are relating to lifestylistics, leading the audience to get involved in a 

tasteful level of life. Finally, Norwegian Woods is a popular novel in Taiwan written 

by Murakami Haruki (村上春樹), so, Norwegian Woods–ology will not strange to 
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those who are acquainted with Murakami Haruki–ology (村上春樹學), simply again 

with a view to strengthening the academic traits of the words involving –ology/–tics 

(–學). 

This ad not only incorporates linguistically those derivational forms 

through –ology/–tics and –ist into different aspects of life to propose new spheres of 

profession, culturality, and literariness. It also incorporates ideologically the 

‘popularity’ of everyday life and familiarity of personal experience into more formal 

and serious activities (like reading) to convey the ideas that ordinary life of ordinary 

people can well be viewed as delicate and wide-branching. The former point can be 

easily caught by a more common compound noun ‘food culture (飲食文化),’ which 

connotes a wider semantic domain beyond ‘eating only, food only.’ The latter point, 

on the other hand, is precisely illustrated by (134c1–2) and (134i1–2) where a 

brand-new reading style is presented to replace the stereotypical reading and is 

promoted for those who, say, in Taiwan, suffered from compulsory studying and 

survived joint entrance exam. This can be further approached by one of the Eslite’s 

major claims, ‘在書與非書之間，我們閱讀  (We read, between books and 

non-books)’ from which the audience are encouraged to learn, and get to know, not 

just from reading and from books, though through which they can increase knowledge 

more directly and quickly, but also from environment, from experience, from 
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mediocre people, from ordinary life. 

In the next ad I will show how the text uses the location–related metaphor, yet in 

different line of thinking and ways of cognitive processing, it also uses the rhetorical 

strategy of pun interacting with metaphor to convey the intended meaning. 

 

5.3.8 Metaphor and Pun 

Longer texts give sufficient space for the co-occurrence of diverse linguistic 

strategies, such as both puns and metaphors are employed in one singe advertisement, 

as (137) shows: 

 

(137)  

a. 八月十七日  光復節 

b. 誠品.光復店—光復一個新的閱讀徒步區 

 

c. 盛夏與輕秋打手換班，蟬聲與楓香絢然換季，書與閱讀的目光交 

    纏…… 

d. 光復一個有星光的早晨，收藏一片有水滴的樹葉，流連一個初相逢 

 的書店， 

e. 在光復南路上，相逢一個無比婉約的讀書時節…… 

f. 相逢國父紀念館天空紙風箏上的輕盈時刻，廣場少年輪鞋上的滑翔 

 時刻，夏日夜晚牛郎織女重逢的輝煌時刻……  

g. 八月十七日，光復節. 誠品光復店，光復一個新的閱讀徒步區. 

 

a. August 17th Recovery Day 

b. Eslite. Guang–Fu Store — Recover a brand-new walking area of  

 reading 

 

c. Midsummer and light fall make a shift, cicada sound and maple have a  

 gorgeous season–change, books and reading vision are entangled…… 
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d. Recover a morning with starlight, collect a leaf with dewdrop, wander  

 around a bookstore with the first ever encounter 

e. On Guang–Fu South Road, meet a reading season of incomparable  

 gentleness…… 

f. Meet the lithe moment of the flying kites in the sky in Sun Yat–San  

Memorial Hall, the gliding moment of the youngster’s skateboards on 

the square, and the magnificent moment of the reunion of Cowboy and 

Weaving–Maiden in the summer night…… 

g. August 17th, Recovery Day. Eslite. Guang–Fu Store — Recover a  

 brand-new walking area of reading. 

 

The repetitions of the noun and verb guangfu ‘recovery, recover’ are employed in 

eight times throughout this text (137a–b, d–e, g). Using the obvious misconception of 

August 17th Recovery Day, which should be known to the public 25th October, the 

advertiser purposely invite the consumers to join this confusing labyrinth to solve the 

pun evoked by guangfu ‘recover,’ and will thus make the intended message retain 

longer in their memory. Guangfu ‘recover’ refers to both the national holiday, 

Guangfu Jie (光復節) (formal translation: Taiwan’s Retrocession Day), and a location, 

Guang–Fu Store, which is located on Guang–Fu South Road. The audience will first 

recover the national holiday, Guangfu Jie ‘Taiwan’s Recovery Day,’ as proposed in 

the title, but will then reject this interpretation on the grounds that the patently 

contradictory dates, 17th August versus 25th October, and that it is an ad designed for 

Eslite Guang–Fu Store. However, the significance of the notion ‘recovery (day)’ lies 

not in contributing to the intended interpretation in solving a pun, but in encouraging 

the addressee to search through her encyclopaedic knowledge for the words ‘recovery 
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(day), recover (something)’ —the gist of this metaphorical expression conveyed by 

the addresser. The audience will then remember that ‘recovery’ means that something 

having lost come back again, and that, with the aid of jie (節) ‘day, festival’, 

something recovered is memorable and serious. 

The verb guangfu ‘recover’ is creatively crafted in this text, such as recover a 

brand-new walking area of reading (光復一個新的閱讀徒步區) in (137b, g) and 

recover a morning with starlight (光復一個有星光的早晨) in (137d). For the first 

utterance, recover can be interpreted as ‘build, rebuild,’ for the second, it can be 

interpreted as ‘find back (找回 ), restart.’ Therefore, these two utterances are 

understood to yield strong implicatures as follows: 

 

(138) Eslite will open its Guang–Fu store to build a new reading area, which will 

bring you a brand-new place for reading and mark a memorable event (and 

can help you find back something good you’ve lost). 

(139) Find back a morning with starlight which having long lost. 

 

On the other hand, however, the optimal relevance of these utterances is achieved by 

inferring a wide array of weak implicatures, such as: 

 

(140) The current night-owl lifestyle is prevailing. 

The night-owl lifestyle results in many things you are unable to experience 

during the nighttime. 

Try to make some changes on your daily life to experience again 

something good, beautiful but lost (for a long time). 

Come to Eslite Guang–Fu store, it will be a good starting point to renew 

your timetable of daily life. 
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The opening of Eslite Guang–Fu store deserves celebration and is 

memorable. 

Renewed timetable deserves celebration and is memorable. 

Eslite will be with you from day till night, together with the fresh air, 

casual atmosphere and cozy environment nearby. 

You can take a walk in the SYS Memorial Hall nearby and then go to 

Eslite to take a browse. 

[…] 

 

In the next section, we will examine another major part in Eslite’s advertising 

language, storytelling, which is different from poetic effects in two aspects. There are 

also diverse rhetorical devices employed in story scenes, yet we are not focusing on 

certain specific strategies in our analyses. And thus, the emotions and meaning 

construction via global discourse coherence and overall evaluation are far more 

significant. 

 

5.4 Storytelling in Eslite’s Advertising Language 

The examples analysed so far are apparently to initiate poetic effects through the 

linguistic devices of repetition and parallelism. We are now to see Eslite’s ads with 

storytelling to convey rich implicit meanings. Storytelling is considered to be a 

fundamental way by which we structure and therefore make sense of our lives. The 

significance and prevalence of storytelling in persuasive communication and 

discourse have been explored in various disciplines and research fields (Deighton, 

Romer & McQueen, 1989; Chang, 2000c, 2001, 2002b, 2005, 2006b, 2009b, 2009e, 
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2009h; Shankar, Elliott & Goulding, 2001; McKee, 2003; Huang, 2005, 2006; Kuo, 

2005). As humans we continually story our experiences. We construct our world 

through our personal, community, institutional and political narratives. Narrative 

continues to gain recognition as something people do, use and research. 

First, incorporating corporate imaging involving social, humanistic concerns, and 

the identity and solidarity with employee within story lines is increasingly prominent 

in advertising, as shown below: 

 

(141)  

a. 沒有翅膀就不能在天上飛 

 

b. 小時候老師總是教導我們長大以後要做一個有用的人 

c. 畢業典禮的那一天大家都很高興 終於可以不用再唸書了 

d. 我們之中最早結婚的一個 他的新房裡什麼都有 卻總是缺少一個 

 書架 

e. 然而開始工作以後 竟發現讀書成為我們最愛做的事 

 

f. 閱讀把下一個夢想帶回家 

g. 沒有翅膀就不能在天上飛 

 

h. 誠品書店書香企業專案 

i. 誠摯邀請愛書企業家與您的工作夥伴一同累積生命的財富 

j. 誠品書香企業卡延伸學習的旅程 

 

k. 您送您的工作夥伴一個自由學習的禮物 

l. 人是企業最大的資產 培養涉獵豐富視野寬廣的人才 是企業成長 

 的根本 

 

a. Cannot fly, without wings 

 

b. During our childhood, the schoolteachers have always been teaching us  
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    to be useful persons as growing up. 

c. On the day of graduation, we were all so glad that we finally need not  

 to read any longer. 

d. Among us, he was the first one getting married; there is everything  

 available in his new house, somehow just lack of a bookshelf. 

e. And then getting our working career started, we found that reading is  

    our most favourite thing. 

 

f. Reading brings home the next dream 

g. Cannot fly, without wings 

 

h. Eslite Bookstore Literary Business Campaign 

i. Sincerely inviting the literary businessmen and your working partners  

 getting together to accumulate the fortune of life. 

j. Eslite Literary Business Card extends the journey of learning. 

 

k. You give your working partners a gift of free learning 

l. Humans are the biggest assets of the business. To cultivate human  

 power as sophisticated and of wider vision is the very root of business  

   growth. 

 

On behalf of the corporate entities to state a general story of petit bourgeoisie with 

experiential values, the advertiser helps the corporate entities be melted in their lives. 

Utterances (141b–e) describe three important stages of our lives, study, working 

career and marriage. (141b) serves not only a frequent lesson from schoolteachers, but 

a family motto. (141c) reflects the situation of the students having been suffered from 

heavy pressure of entrance examinations in Taiwan, a feel of release beyond 

description shared by our background knowledge, though without stating explicitly to 

which the graduation ceremony is referred, the college graduation ceremony is what 

we normally construe. From (141e), working career is another significant phase for 
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economic reasons and for its thirty to forty golden years in lifetime. People are eager 

to pursue fame and fortune to live a better material life during their golden age. They 

seldom ‘have’ the time to stop temporarily for looking back, staying tranquil, thinking 

about other issues aside from career but actually around us and relevant to us, neither 

do they have the time to read a book, ‘reading’ has become a luxurious hobby in this 

sense. While marriage in (141d), another principal goal in life, signals a phase for 

beginning one’s own family, which will make him/her, especially for a man, more 

complete, proud and successful in that chengjia liye (成家立業) ‘(said of men 

reaching adulthood) to get married and start a career’ is one of the most important and 

crucial Chinese traditions and values, which will mark a man as a useful person 

(141b), yet lack of a bookshelf shadows a little the dream of life. 

Working partners (141i, k, m, n) and corporation members (141o) are used in 

this ad to express the corporation’s solidarity with its staff, even though employer vs. 

employee is what the actual relation is. Metaphorically describing reading (chiefly) as 

a journey of learning can widen and lengthen the scope of reading, especially as one 

can be engaged in free learning, as compared to compulsory learning. As a CEO, you 

can make your employee learn much more in a place like Eslite, which will help your 

staff keep on learning, extend their learning process, and will terminate the situation 

of not learning and reading any more after graduation. 
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After so doing, the corporation might be imaged as a literary business (書香企

業) and literary businessmen (愛書企業家) (141h–i) (書香 literally means ‘the 

fragrance of books’). Just as a literary family (書香世家) will cultivate a useful man, 

a literary business will make a man of ability, by providing employee with the 

opportunity to read and learn much more, and treating employee as the most precious 

assets of the company (141l). This will help compensate the company for their social 

stereotypical ‘snobbishness (勢利), profits-before-everything mentality (銅臭味),’ 

and will pose a humanistic atmosphere, which echoed ‘human management,’ a 

modern managerial style, and will thus take its social responsibility and fulfil such 

social goals as being a literary society and one’s lifelong learning advocated by the 

government. The more you give, the more you’ll get in (141p) further claims that the 

trade–off of giving and taking is a site where the enterprise can display his generosity, 

a trait not quite common nowadays. 

The gist of regarding employee as corporate assets is further supported by the 

metaphorical use Human resources — the wings of flying enterprises (人才，企業振翅

起飛的翅膀), which appeared on the back of the pamphlet, and in (143) in Appendix, 

where ‘teamwork’ is emerged as another prominent value. 

Generally speaking, ‘teamwork’ or ‘cooperation’ is not so common in Chinese 

society as are in Western ones, this is possibly in part due to Chinese society is, in its 
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long-standing tradition, the one of power, hierarchy, and even totalitarianism (Logan, 

1986). Yipan sansha ‘A plate of scattered sand’ has been commonly used by 

foreigners and by Chinese people for a long time to describe Chinese people’s being 

unable to work together. With the changing social structures, the development of 

international competition and intercultural communication, however, a special and 

ever increasing emphasis has been laid on the notion of teamwork through which a 

company will be made possible to be a successful and profitable one in a sense of 

win–win. Focusing on the employee’s learning ability and reminding the corporation 

of the feasible way to gain competitive advantages, the advertiser intended to convey 

the importance of teamwork and the value of good books by recasting a quite different 

consuming style. Reading is a good way to enrich employee’s vision and mind, while 

employee of wider vision and broad-mindness will earn a company profits. The 

values of reading, and of the employee’s better life that leads to a promising enterprise, 

as conceptualised in this ad, constantly outweigh many things that one can get with 

money. 

The storytelling is among the increasingly prominent styles adopted in 

advertising, whatever commercials, election campaigns, and political advertising 

(Deighton, Romer & McQueen, 1989; Chang, 2001, 2002b, 2005, 2006b, 2009b, 

2009e, 2009h; Shankar, Elliott & Goulding, 2001; McKee, 2003; Huang, 2005, 2006; 
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Kuo, 2005). A lot of quite familiar experiences are incorporated within a story, leading 

the audience involved easily in the scenes in question, thus shaping ideological 

representations intangibly and in turn being shaped and reproduced by the audience. 

Below comes one typical example of Eslite’s narrative advertising: 

 

(142)  

a. 春光乍洩 城市旅行 

 

b. 誠品商場中山店，忠誠店，敦南店，南京店，西門店 

c. 4月11日起邀您在台北走一趟城市旅行…… 

 

d. 他總是看完美國道瓊工業指數，才決定今天股市進出的籌碼。 

e. 坐法國製的捷運到南京東路吃早餐，一路上以雙語和女兒交談心 

事。 

f. 西門町多的是只記E–Mail Address，不記得戶籍地址的台灣新宿人。 

g. 從忠誠路欒樹道上悠閒過街，和一名巴黎金髮女孩談一場異國戀 

情。 

h. 用美金和美國學校學生換台幣，在慵懶的中山北路上喝杯卡布其 

諾。 

i. 在台北早上11:00，紐約晚上11:00， 

j. 為調不回時差的酒癮，到敦化南路買一瓶1985年份的Porto酒。 

k. 身邊的行人都是講著國語的外國人，很吵的疏離，一個人走著走著 

很容易想家。 

l. 台北是一個沒有國籍的城市，適合不坐飛機的短程旅行 ─ 

m. 以想像力對抗地心引力，帶著城市旅人的心情， 

n. 從誠品出發，開始書寫這個有趣的城市。 

 

a. Spring Splash, City Travel 

 

b. Eslite Mall Zhong–Shan Store, Zhong–Cheng Store, Dun–Nan Store,  

Nan–Jing Store, Xi–Men Store 

c. Welcoming you to join a Taipei City Tour from April 11th…… 

 

d. He always observes Dow Jones Industrial Index and decides the chips  
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to the stock market then. 

e. Taking the French-made metro to have breakfast on Nan–Jing East  

Road, he has a bilingual chat with his daughter on the way. 

f. There are hosts of Sinjuku–Taiwanese simply remember e-mail address  

without remembering their registered address. 

g. Walking cozily across the goldenrain trees of Zhong–Cheng Road, he  

is having a romance with a Parisian blonde. 

h. Using US dollars to exchange NT dollars from the students of Taipei  

American School, having a Cappuccino on the lazy Zhong–Shan North 

Road. 

i. 11:00AM Taipei, 11:00PM New York,  

j. For longing for a drink from jet leg, buying a bottle of Porto wine of  

1985 on Dun–Hua South Road. 

k. Passers-by are Mandarin–speaking foreigners, quite a noisy diaspora;  

as one walking alone, it’s being easy getting nostalgia. 

l. Taipei is a city without nationality, suitable for short trips without  

flight — 

m. Use imagination to cope with the gravitation, take the mood of a city  

traveller,  

n. Departing from Eslite, start writing this interesting city. 

 

It is noticeable that these five Eslite Stores (142b) are innovatively exploited, 

creatively crafted and strategically manipulated as story plots, while tactfully hidden 

in the utterances of (142d–j). As expressed in (142d–l), a great deal of foreign 

elements are used to convey the sense of foreignness. These include American Dow 

Jones Index, French-made (metro), bilingual, Sinjuku, Parisian blonde, US Dollars, 

(Taipei) American School, Cappuccino, New York, and (Portuguese) Porto Wine, 

foreigners, without nationality, and thus involving the countries of the United States, 

France, Japan, Italy and Portugal. 

Concerning the ideological significance of intellectualism and social elite along 
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with their lifestyle, they are best depicted in the utterances in (142d–e), (142h) and 

(142i–j). From (142d–e), Dow Jones Industrial Index and stock market investments 

denote financing, business and banking, while he always observes and the 

metaphorical use of chips (籌碼), being used in casino and gambling, and casino in 

turn being associated with fortune and wealth, represent his spending power and 

connote his higher socioeconomic status. Taking the French-made metro to have 

breakfast on Nan–Jing East Road, and having a bilingual chat with his daughter 

convey the information of well-cultured with his promising job and good living 

standard. Having a Cappuccino on the lazy Zhong–Shan North Road (142h) 

communicates a tasteful life of petit bourgeoisie. While buying a bottle of Porto wine 

of 1985 on Dun–Hua South Road, simply for longing for a drink from jet leg (142j) is 

just a unique social critique of taste. 

The social critique of taste is also displayed in the store locations and street 

names, which we often enough use to shape the frames of socioeconomic high in our 

daily speech, such as ‘I live in Zhong–Xiao East Road, Section 4; I work on Dun–Hua 

South Road.’ Nan–Jing East Road, Zhong–Cheng Road (in Tian–Mu), Zhong–Shan 

North Road and Dun–Hua South Road all are known to the public as either business 

areas or socioeconomically high-class shopping centres. 

The more peripheral the target product is arranged, the more possibly the selling 
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motive and buying concern could be evaded and shifted. From (142), the audience is 

guided to process the story scenes and even entertain them after which she would be 

rewarded by extra contextual effects (wide-ranging implicatures), and feel closer to 

the communicator. To mention here again, the audience members are invited to join 

the story and persuaded to consume the product — the texts. Undoubtedly (but very 

subtly and invisibly), she is persuaded to buy the books or other products available in 

Eslite as well, that is the ultimate end of the advertiser and commercial marketing. 

However, whether the audience would buy the books or not, whether there is any 

effect on consumer behaviour, falls outside the scope of this study, as mentioned 

earlier. It could be explored in a separate paper of quantitative research or 

experimental design. Furthermore, the advertiser employs the stylistic patterns such as 

telling stories, he intends to convey various messages. It is possibly to bring some 

reading pleasure to the reader in a modern society full of stress and competition. It is 

possibly to build a cultural image for a profit–oriented corporation, trying to renew 

itself as a cultural landmark and to shed some light on business’ stereotypes as 

realistic, ‘making money (only)’ and the like. Most of all, it is because “every act of 

communication communicates a presumption of its own optimal relevance” (cf. 

Section 2.2.2) that the advertiser adopts this communicative style. 

With the trait of short phrases and hence ease of memory, the audience could 
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easily memorise advertising slogans, which are still widely used in ads (in view of 

economic consideration, saving money for advertisers). Such advertising style of 

baldly demonstrating commercial appeals and political claims, however, may not 

necessarily be longer stayed in, or deeply influence the audience’s mind. It possibly 

makes one getting tired and causes ‘memory fatigue’ during a period of election 

campaign, though ‘language attacks’ among candidates and competitors are quite 

common, legitimate, reasonable and plausible in media, especially in election arena. 

Storytelling, on the other hand, embracing largely the experiences of daily life, seems 

to be not so drastic but could be more humanistic. The picture is this. While you are 

reading a book, taking a browse of a magazine, having a café, and enjoying the scenes 

of the stories through which you recall some mediocre experiences, and now 

reminded by the ad, you are like sharing your voices with a closer and intimate friend. 

When you feel getting closer, the distance is shortened between you and the product, 

the advertisement, the selling motive, or the advertiser. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

This study first examines the cognitive effects of poetic force in advertising 

language. The RT account of poetic effects offers excellent prospects for moving 

towards a theory of poetic communication (Pilkington, 1992: 48–49). It shows how 
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figurative language is not in itself poetic, but can be poetic if the encouragement to 

explore context in the search for an interpretation consistent with the principle of 

relevance is rewarded with the accessing of a wide range of implicatures. It is also an 

account that is sensitive to question of poetic and literary value. The study 

investigates the significant aspects of the formal organisation in advertising language, 

repetition and parallelism, which contribute to poetic effects and play a large part in 

communicating and evoking affective states. 

RT then provides the framework in which a notion of poetic presentation can be 

developed. A poetic representation is a complex thought consisting of a wide range of 

simultaneously accessed weak assumptions which, by repeatedly setting up the 

appropriate sets of conditions, evokes an intense and equally complex affective or 

emotional state. The process of achieving such a representation involves an extensive 

search through context going beyond or avoiding metarepresented stereotypical sets 

of assumptions to explore and make more salient barely manifest and rarely used 

assumptions. The process by which poetic representations are accessed is an integral 

part of the aesthetic experience that poetic use of language can offer. 

Secondly, for storytelling in advertising language, narratives are considered to be 

a fundamental way by which we structure and therefore make sense of our lives. 

Accordingly, narratives have the potential to contribute to our understanding of how 
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consumers structure and make sense of their consumption experiences (Shankar, 

Elliott & Goulding, 2001). As have seen, the role of creating a meaningful story or 

personal narrative is viewed as fundamental to the development of a coherent sense of 

self. Consumption too, is increasingly being viewed as important in identity 

construction. It is emphasised by Ricoeur (1981) that the dynamics of identity 

construction through narrative and its location in social practices, as identity emerges 

intersubjectively, always being mediated by other people. Identity is constituted 

narratively, in that we receive a narrative identity from the stories that are told to us 

and those that we tell about ourselves, and this identity is mingled with that of others 

so that we are literally entangled in stories. 

Narratives are stories — the most important means by which our experiences are 

made meaningful. In other words stories and storytelling help us to make sense of our 

lives. The analyses of this study highlight the importance of a narrative perspective as 

a fruitful way to explore and understand how our consumption experiences are made 

meaningful, and describe how an understanding of narrative can help in the analysis 

and interpretation of consumer’s consumption stories. A narrative perspective also has 

implications for consumer research beyond its use as an interpretive tool. The 

narrativisation of experience, or the relationship between consumption, identity and 

narrative, has much to offer consumer research, and consumption is being 
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conceptualised as part of the on-going, productive and creative process of identity 

management that characterises the 21st century consumer. 

However mindful and sensitive to the issue that as interpretive researchers all the 

authors are able to offer is an interpretation not the interpretation. There is never only 

one story. Multiple meanings are inherent in post–structuralism. This freedom for 

language (and the individual) to be polysemic is evident in the lack of a unitary 

discourse found in empirical studies of everyday conversation where people 

frequently argue with each other, and often aloud with themselves. In their social 

practices individuals are faced with ideological dilemmas as to how to categorise 

information into the multiplicity of alternative schemas they possess. This 

indeterminacy of meaning and relative freedom of the individual to escape from 

regimes of truth has been related to consumption through Bourdieu’s (1991) theory of 

social practice as necessary improvisation in symbolic fields, including consumption. 

Consumption as a social practice is a dynamic and relatively autonomous process that 

involves the symbolic construction of a sense of self through the accumulation of 

cultural and symbolic capital. Symbolic freedom is severely constrained by social 

structure and by the ideological limits that we are able to imagine. Discourse is 

socially determined through relationships of power extending through class and 

society. But this is not a uni-directional process as discourse also constructs social 
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structures in a dialectical relationship, and individual acts of symbolic creativity are 

socially constitutive in that they cumulatively restructure orders of discourse 

(Fairclough, 1989). 
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